Adjustable Keyboard Trays

Footrests

AKT180LE

FR530CG Adjustable Foot Rest

Sit/Stand Capable. AKT lets you sit or stand to vary
your ergonomic posture. Adjusts to 125cm above
the mounting surface and 12.5cm below. Positive
tilt of 15 degrees and negative tilt of 20 degrees
ensures correct wrist position. Adjustable height
mousing section. Limited lifetime warranty.

3M WORKSPACE Solutions

Extra-wide 56cm platform provides ample space for
both feet. Height and tilt adjustable. Heavy-duty steel
construction for extra stability. 3M™ Safety Walk™
Slip-Resistant Surface keeps feet from sliding.
5 year warranty.
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FR330 Adjustable Foot Rest

AKT100LE

Contoured, 46cm wide non-skid plastic platform with
soft bumps to massage and soothe your feet. Height
and tilt adjustable. Durable, heavy-duty steel base.
2 year warranty.

Simple ‘Lock n Release’ adjustment lever that
controls height & tilt adjustments. Great stability
and height adjustment range. Long track to suit
corner mounting. Limited lifetime warranty.

AKT65LE
Tool Free Installation. Unique mounting system
can be installed without tools in under 10 minutes.
Standard platform with cost effective, single knob
adjust arm. For desks 2.5cm-3cm thick.
5 year warranty.

Display Mounting Solutions
MA220MB
Mount two LCD monitors or notebook and
monitor to an ergonomically correct position with
this premium Easy Adjust Dual Monitor Arm. Desk
Mounted. 5 year warranty.

LX700MB
Free up desk space and turn your notebook
screen into a flat panel monitor positioned at the
right ergonomic height. Highly adjustable arm
moves up, down, forward and back with just a
touch. Desk mounted. 5 year warranty.

Laptop Ergonomics

MA100MB
Set your LCD Monitor or TV at the best ergonomic
position. Highly adjustable arm moves up, down,
forward and back. Desk Mounted. 3 year warranty.

Severe
neck deviation
Extended
shoulders
and upper
back

MS80B Adjustable Monitor Stand
Contemporary design with stacking columns
raises monitor from 2.5cm to 14.9cm in
increments of 4.13cm for an ergonomically correct
level. Features ample storage space underneath to
maximize desk space. Great for laptops, printers
or monitors up to 53.3cm or 36kg. Non-skid base.
30 day warranty.

Poor
lumbar
support

A new era of office comfort and wellness

Restricted
circulation

Position your monitors
where they best suit you!
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Non-neutral
wrist position

When using a laptop on a desk:

Correct use of laptop on a desk:

The screen is too low - increasing
stress on the back, head, neck and
shoulders.The keyboard is too small
and mousing device is centrally
located, which increases the stress
on shoulders, forearms and wrists,
increasing the likelihood of
Carpal Tunnel Syndrome.

Position laptop on a riser, lifting
the screen to eye level, the correct
ergonomic height. Use an external
keyboard and mouse, which relieves
the stresses of incorrect posture,
as well as gaining access to the
extra functionality. Footrests should
be used to promote correct posture.

3M Australia Pty Limited
950 Pacific Highway,
Pymble NSW 2073
Ph: 136 136
Web: www.3mstationery.com.au

3M New Zealand Limited
94 Apollo Drive, Rosedale, Albany,
North Shore City, Auckland 0632, NZ
Ph: 64 9 477 4040
Web: www.3m.co.nz

3M Workspace Solutions has a well-defined range of quality
products that enhance your comfort and productivity while
you work, whether you’re in the office or on the go.
A pacesetter in the ergonomics industry, we combine
attractive design with functional excellence to maximise
workplace effectiveness.
So discover new levels of office comfort with our Workspace
Solutions – quality products that offer you a better way to work.

www.3mstationery.com.au

Desktop Document Holders

Ergonomic Mice

DH640 In-Line Document Holder

EM550 (GPL/GPS) Wireless Ergonomic Mouse

Formulated with 40% preconsumer recycled content,
helping you decrease your impact on the environment

Now offering wireless operation for use in the office or
home. The unique, ergonomic vertical grip design has been
clinically proven to reduce muscle strain and discomfort
associated with carpal tunnel syndrome and repetitive stress
injuries compared to using a traditional mouse. Enhances
your comfort by keeping arms and shoulders in a more
relaxed, neutral position. Optical sensor, wireless, USB
compatible plug and play for both PC and Mac. Soft-touch
painted surfaces for added comfort. For right-hand use.
2 year warranty.
EM550GPL - Large
EM550GPS - Small

Position directly between monitor and keyboard, just below the monitor to help
reduce eye, neck and shoulder movement, which in turn minimizes strain and
enhances overall comfort. Weighted base allows ledge to dip below the desk
edge. Elastic line guide marks your place, keeps pages open and stretches to
accommodate even the thickest books. 45.7cm wide, this model supports books,
catalogs and just about any size document. Angle and height adjust to suit your
needs. Black/Clear. Sheet capacity: 330 sheets at A3 size.
5 year warranty.

40%

DH630 Compact In-Line Document Holder
For workstations with less space. Provides same in-line document holding
functionality and adjustability as the DH640. 35.6cm wide, easy to adjust, with
elastic line guide. Can stand alone on desktop or hangs over edge of desk when
tracks are mounted with 3M™ Command™ Adhesive. Black/Clear. Sheet capacity:
150 sheets at A4 size. 2 year warranty.
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Gel Wrist Rests and Mouse Pads

They are formulated with 25% preconsumer recycled content, helping you
decrease your impact on the environment.

WR308BH
Clear Gel - Beach Design

MW308BH
MW308BH

WR308BH

Clear Gel - Daisy Design

With the same ergonomic benefits of the wireless model,
this mouse also offers an optical sensor, USB/PS2 plug
and play capability for both PC and Mac on a 198cm cord.
For right-hand use. 2 year warranty.
EM500GPL - Large
EM500GPS - Small

MW308DS
3M™ Precise™ Mousing Surface
with Gel Wrist Rest. Daisy Design

Clear Gel - Sunrise Design

MW308SR

Laptop Accessory Products

WR308SR

LX451 Optical Mousing/Numeric Keypad

MW308SR

WR309LE

Two devices in one means less peripherals to carry.
No more “hunting and pecking” for keys on notebook
computers. Three-button scroll mouse with integrated
numeric keypad and convenient travel bag. Features
USB connectivity and 76cm retractable cable.
2 year warranty.

Monitor mounted to keep documents in same
height and viewing plane as monitor to minimize
eye and neck movements. Constructed with
thick plastic. Friction fit provides sturdy and
stable document support, however is removable
if required. Easy six-way integrated one-hand
adjustments. Back plate clip adjustable up to
22.9cm to support landscape and portrait A4size documents. Light Grey. Sheet capacity: 150
sheets. 12 month warranty.

LX550 Vertical Notebook Riser
Position your notebook screen at an ergonomically
correct height while taking up very little desk space.
Riser has 7.6cm of vertical adjustability and is
compatible with most docking stations. Ideal for housing
your latest mobile electronic communication device while
plugging in an external keyboard or other accessories.
Cable management feature keeps cords organized.
Non-skid base. Black and Silver. 30 day warranty.

DH445 Flat Panel Document Holder
Sleek, lightweight design works beautifully with
flat panel monitors and traditional desktop CRT
monitors. Grooved ledge with height adjustable
clip secures sheets in portrait or landscape view.
Swings out of way when not in use. Black/Clear.
Sheet capacity: 35 sheets. 30 day warranty.
Ideal for large scale data entry applications
such as Call Centres, Accounts Payable and
Receivables, Human Resources and Recruitment

LX500 Adjustable Notebook Riser
Raise your notebook to an ergonomically correct height
and free up desk space. Height adjustable from 100mm
to 150mm, in 12.5mm increments. Slots in platform help
keep notebook ventilated. Cable management feature
keeps cords organized. Also includes side shelves and
adapter for 3M™ DH445 Document Holder (document
holder sold separately). Compatible with most docking
stations. Supports up to 6.8kg. Black. 30 day warranty.

3M™ Precise™ Mousing Surface
with Gel Wrist Rest. Sunrise Design

Compact, Black Leatherette.

MW309LE
3M™ Precise™ Mousing Surface with
Gel Wrist Rest - Compact size,
Black with Abstract Silver

WR309LE

MW309LE

WR310LE
Large, Black Leatherette

Formulated with 25% preconsumer recycled
content, helping you decrease your impact
on the environment

DH540 Flat Panel Document Holder

MW308DS

WR308DS

WR308SR

MP200PS 3M™ Precise™ Optical
Mousing Surface

Monitor Mount Document Holders

3M™ Precise™ Mousing Surface with
Gel Wrist Rest. Beach Design

WR308DS

EM500 (GPL/GPS) Ergonomic Mouse

Ultra-thin, portable mouse pad with repositionable
adhesive, designed specifically for notebook users.
Stows conveniently on back of notebook.
Silver Abstract design. 30 day warranty.

25%

3M™ Gel Wrist Rests for Keyboards and Mouse Pads help maintain a
neutral wrist position when typing, minimizing the chance of strain on the
forearms and wrists. They are available in a variety of designs, colours and
materials to suit your workspace and style. 1 year warranty on all products.

MW310LE
WR310LE

25%

MW310LE

3M™ Precise™ Mousing Surface
with Gel Wrist Rest - Large size,
Black with Abstract Silver design.

Gel Wrist Rest Platforms
Formulated with 15-25% pre-consumer recycled content,
helping you decrease your impact on the environment

15%

WR422LE
Tilt-Adjustable Platform for
Keyboard and Mouse. Mousing
surface repositionable for left
handed mousing.
2 year warranty.

WR422LE

WR421LE

WR421LE

Tilt-Adjustable Platform for
Mouse. Leatherette Gel
surfaces are buttery-soft and
easy to clean. 2 year warranty.

WR420LE
Tilt-Adjustable Platform for
Keyboard. Leatherette Gel
surfaces are buttery-soft and
easy to clean. 2 year warranty.

WR420LE

25%

3M™ Gel Wrist Rests with black leatherette covers feature anti-microbial protection which inhibits the growth of
micro-organisms, such as bacteria, on the product surface, that can cause stains, odors and product degradation.

